
 
 
 

O-Nord – Sailing the Copenhagen canals 

 

Denmark,  
Sailing the Copenhagen canals 
 

From € 30  
Summer 2024 
 

A concept of "social" sailing 
 

A visit to the canals in Copenhagen.  
 

Expect to experience a family-friendly atmosphere where you can sit back 

and relax while exploring the canals of Copenhagen. At a leisurely pace, 
you'll get a sense of the city rather than an overload of historical figures. 
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An interactive experience so expect guests to get involved - it’s 

part of our legacy of being friends on a boat 

 

Deeper questions and conversations 

 

It means all aspects of our tour are designed to promote social 

interaction between guests and captain and break down barriers 

between people – you could say we are one long nudge 

 

Collaborating with Chicago Booth University on a social interaction 

study to improve our approach 

 

 

       
 

Copenhagen’s harbour is the best way to explore the city whether 

you are interested in the old traditional parts or new hip upcoming 

areas  

 

The sights and things we explore tell a story about the life in CPH 

more than we do a download of historical facts 

 

Tour 1 – Hidden-gems 2h 
 

• Guided tour focusing on the hidden-gems of Copenhagen including the north or south of 

harbor. You will get a feel for life in Copenhagen.  

• Multiple departures per day  

• Wine and specialty beer available for purchase on board  

 

 

55 euros per pax 

600 euros (private boat max. 12 pax) 

 
Hidden gems is about showing the favorite spots, which 
are off the beaten track from the standard path. Expect 
to get an introduction to areas are cool, local, and where 
you get a great a sense of what the life in Copenhagen 
is all about. You will either take a southern route or 
Northern route depending on what is going on in the 

harbor at your specific departure day. There will be a 
voluntarily option during the route to stop and get out 
of the boat to explore. 
The harbor in Copenhagen is undergoing rapid change, 
from an industrial harbor to recreational space open to everyone living in the city. During the summer 
months it acts as the main nerve binding the city together and attracting numerous water-based 

activities in the process. You will see how this is folds out with Kayaks passing by and happy Danes 

jumping into the water. We will point out our favorite places and hidden gems, whether you are 
looking a place for having an afternoon beer in the sun, a relaxed morning coffee, or simply and area 
to relax away from it all. 
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Tour 2 – Landmarks 1h 

 

• Short and sweet guided tour around central main sights of Copenhagen, focusing on the 

classical landmarks and the inner part of the city like “Christianshavn” and “Slotsholmen” 
• Multiple departures per day 

 

30 euros per pax 

300 euros (private boat max. 12 pax)  
 

A landmark experience shows off the beautiful inner part of the 
harbor, where many of the historical sites and buildings are 
located by the waterfront and along the beautiful canals. When 
you enter through the historic canals of the old city center you 

will get glimpse of how it is to live on a house boat, and see the 
numerous historical buildings, many of them constructed by King 
Christian the 4th in the early 17th century. This route is more of 
the classical landmarks than some of other tour options, but is 
nevertheless a great way to get a quick feel for the city. 

 

 

 
Good to know : 

 
Sailing from 27th March 2024. 

 

 


